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Summary. We explore the problem of small-scale multi-robot formation control using only
an unsophisticated on-board relative positioning module.The robotic setup and module are
implemented and tested in a realistic virtual simulator, using standard formation types and
algorithms, with and without radio communication. The experiments and results are then
replicated using the real robotic platform. Finally, the simulation environment is used to assess
the impact of potential improvements in the relative positioning module, and the significance
and outlook of the system are discussed.

1 Introduction

Collective movement is an important aspect of many multi-robot tasks. With limited
sensor range, it is often vital for robots to maintain close proximity to teammates
within the group while moving within the environment.One specific case of collective
movement is formation movement, where robots are required to keep a fixed distance
and angle relative to other robots in the group. Formation movement is important for,
among other things, control of Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs), collective transport
of heavy/large objects, maintaining safe positions in an automated traffic system, and
for guaranteeing good sensor coverage for tasks such as search and rescue missions.

Maintaining a formation requires that robots be given some positioning infor-
mation about themselves and/or other robots. Artificial positioning systems can be
roughly classified into two main categories: absolute and relative positioning systems.
Absolute localization determines position in a global coordinate framework, while
relative positioning only provides knowledge about the location of other robots rela-
tive to that of the sensing robot. For maintaining a formation, only relative distance
and bearing information is needed, and although this information could also be ob-
tained with an absolute positioning system and an effectivecommunication channel,
the communication overhead resulting from this solution might be much higher and
less scalable than a solution based on a relative localization system. Also, certain
situations do not allow for effective global localization (e.g., a distributed system
in an unknown environment in which no GPS reception is possible). Currently, very
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few relative localization systems exist that can accomplish accurate and fully scalable
performance and even fewer that rely only on unsophisticated hardware.

Section 2 of this paper provides some backgroundon robotic formation movement
and relative positioning between mobile robots. Section 3 describes the equipment
and formation techniques used. Experiments are described in Section 4 and results
are given in Section 5. Section 6 discusses the implicationsof the results the outlook
for the system. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Background

There has been a substantial amount of research on robotic formation movement in
recent years. In [1], motor schemas were used in simulation and with Nomad 150
robots to allow two robots to navigate in formation while avoiding obstacles. [6]
developed an algorithm for formation movement and implemented it in simulation as
well as with four real Pioneer2 robots in a variety of different dynamic formations.
In [13], several formation control strategies were proposed, analyzed, and tested on a
group of three robots. An algorithm for formation movement planning was developed
and analyzed in [9] and tested on three Magellan Pro robots. Formation movement
in simulation only has also been explored with a variety of approaches (e.g., [2], [4],
[5], [20]).

There has been relatively little work done on development ofon-board relative
positioning systems for small-scale robots. A system usingultrasound and radio with
time-of-flight for calculating range but no bearing betweenrobots was described in
[8]. In [3], an ultrasonic/radio system which calculated both range and bearing was
presented and characterized. [12] and [17] described and characterized an infrared-
based system which calculated range and bearing using the Received Signal Strength
Indication (RSSI). Another infrared system for range and bearing was mentioned in
[15]. On-board relative localization has been done using more complicated devices
(e.g., laser range finders and cameras) on several occasions(e.g., [7], [11], [18]).

Of all the previous studies on robotic formation movement, almost all simulated
relative positioning within the formation using some sort of global positioning system.
Only [6] used an on-board relative positioning system, and this system used both a
laser range-finder and a mobile camera, and would therefore be infeasible to use on
low-cost, miniature robots. It remains to be tested whethera simple on-board relative
positioning system can effectively allow formation movement with real robots.

3 Equipment and Algorithms

The system we have used for our formation experiments is a small-scale robotic
platform (Moorebots, see [19]). These robots are roughly cylindrical, with a 24
cm diameter. However, nothing prevents a further miniaturization of the modules
presented so that the same localization techniques could beused on robots of a
few cm in diameter. The robots used are equipped with a PC/104stack with IEEE
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802.11 wireless capability and an Arcom Viper processor board running a low-power
400MHz Intelr© PXA255 XScale; this configuration allows us to achieve 4 hours
of autonomy. All experiments were performed in an arena 3.4x3.4 m. The relative
localization system is an on-board module which allows the robots to determine the
range and bearing of other nearby robots based on the strength of a modulated infrared
signal, and serves simultaneously as a local communicationchannel with low bit rate
(approximately 16 bits/s) [12]. The system can also be used to communicate at a
significantly higher bit rate if the relative positioning aspect is disabled.

The relative localization and communication module used for formation control
is built entirely from off-the-shelf components [12]. It ismounted on the PC/104
stack which is off-center on the Moorebot platform (see Fig.1). Signals are sent with
infrared (IR) light and modulated/demodulated using RF technology. The system is
controlled by a dedicated on-board PIC microcontroller. Each module has twelve IR
Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) arranged into four independently controllable clusters
at 90◦ spacing for full 360◦ angular coverage. The range of the module goes up to
310 cm. Each module has four photodiode receivers at 90◦ spacing. Signal strengths
at these receivers allow for calculation of the relative distance and angle to other
robots. At distances less than 30 cm, signal strengths become distorted by optical
effects, making accurate calculation impossible. Range isdetermined by the Received
Signal Strength Indication (RSSI). The RSSI of the four receivers can be compared
to calculate the direction of the other robot. The intensityof the received signal
decays asymptotically as the range between robots increases. The module currently
operates at 2 Hz, which allows a group of up to 10 robots to all exchange their relative
positions concurrently. Three different transmission power levels are possible, hence
the operational range can be lessened to decrease interference between densely packed
robots. The accuracy of the relative localization module was analyzed in [17]. The
average error in bearing is 6.10◦ and the average error in position is 2.77 cm at the
closest range of 30 cm range and 17.70 cm at a maximum range of 300 cm.

Fig. 1. The Moorebot robot with on-board relative positioning module
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By itself, the relative localization system can only allow some robot A to detect
the range and bearing of another robot B, not the relative direction in which B is
facing. This limitation can be overcome if we introduce high-speed communication
between the robots. The relative positioning observation of robot B can be sent to
robot A, which will allow A to determine B’s heading. The datarate of the current
relative localization system’s communication is not sufficient to accomplish this, but a
faster communication channel could. In our case, the on-board IEEE 802.11 wireless
interface is sufficient for this purpose.

For our formation control algorithm, we use the approach described in [1], with
potential field attraction/repulsion for maintaining formation position, combined with
obstacle avoidance using a motor schema method.

We consider two different types of robot formations: location-based and heading-
based. In location-based formations, we care about robot positions in the formation
and ignore the different directions which robots may be facing. In heading-based
formations, robots are required to maintain a certain position and heading for the
formation to be correct. We consider the further subcategory of leader heading-
based formations, where follower robot locations are determined by the position and
heading of the leader, but the headings of the followers are ignored. It is only possible
to implement heading-based formations with robots that candetect the headings of
neighboring robots, making them more difficult to maintain.

4 Experimental Setup

Four robots are placed in a diamond shape in an arena measuring 3.4 m x 3.4 m
in both simulation and with real robots. All robots are offset 0.4 m from the center
of the formation, and the leader robot (the one at the front ofthe formation) travels
an elongated figure 8 path around the arena (see Fig. 2). For simulation, we use the
realistic robotic simulator Webots [16]. With the real Moorebots, we use an overhead
camera to track the location and bearing of the robots; the system has an error of up
to 1 cm in position and 1 degree in angle. A close-up of the realrobot formation is
shown in Fig. 3. Robots operate in three different modes:
Mode 1: No Relative Positioning- The follower robots are preprogrammed with
the course they must take to maintain formation with the leader robot. There is no
feedback to compensate for robot drift due to wheel slip or obstacle avoidance.
Mode 2: Relative Positioning Without Communication - The on-board relative
positioning module is used to detect the range and bearing ofother robots in the
formation. Position is maintained by using a potential fieldapproach to keep the
proper distance to all other robots. This mode is most effective in maintaining a
location-based formation.
Mode 3: Relative Positioning With Communication- The on-board relative posi-
tioning module is used along with wireless communication toallow robots to detect
the range, bearing, and heading of other robots. Position ismaintained by using the
potential field approach to move to the proper position basedon the location and
heading of the leader; the system therefore attempts to maintain a leader heading-
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based formation.
Comparing to previous formation-maintaining techniques,the methods used in Mode
2 and Mode 3 are roughly the equivalent of Unit-center-referenced and Leader-
referenced methods described in [1], respectively.

Our first experiment compared Mode 1 and Mode 2 running with a location-
based formation, and our second compared Mode 2 and Mode 3 running with a
leader heading-based formation, both in simulation and with real robots. Mode 2
is well-suited for location-based formation, since it maintains the proper distances
between teammates, but not for leader heading-based formation, since it ignores the
heading of the leader; Mode 3 is well-suited for leader heading-based formation,
since it takes the leader heading into account. Mode 2 and Mode 3 were run again
in simulation with a 16 Hz relative positioning update rate instead of 2 Hz; this is a
realistic rate to expect from future infrared relative positioning systems and allows
us to explore what impact these systems might have on formation control. The leader
robot moves at 10 cm/s (as compared to 2 cm/s with the much larger Pioneer2 robot
in [6]). Experiments were run for 120 seconds.

Fig. 2. (a) Robotic arena in Webots, our realistic robotic simulator. The path of the formation
leader is shown. Lines protruding from Moorebots representproximity sensors. (b) Picture of
real arena taken by overhead tracking camera with Moorebotsin initial formation positions.

5 Results

Comparison between Mode 1 and Mode 2 for location-based formation can be seen in
Fig. 4a for simulation and Fig. 4b for real robots. The error given here is the average
error in distance between robots in the formation. We see very similar performance
between the simulated environment and the real-world one. Initially, Mode 1 is able
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Fig. 3. Formation of Moorebots

to maintain a better formation than Mode 2, since the error due to obstacle avoidance
and slip noise accumulates over time, but it very quickly surpasses the error of
Mode 2, which remains approximately constant throughout the experiment. This
demonstrates the the on-board relative positioning moduleallows the robots to move
about in formation.
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Fig. 4. Average error in position for location-based formation over (a) 100 runs in simulation
and (b) 10 runs with real robots. Error bars represent standard deviation over runs.

Comparisons between Mode 2 and Mode 3 for leader heading-based formation
can be been in Fig. 5a for simulation and Fig. 5b for real robots. There is again
very close matching between simulated and real-world results. The error for Mode
2 is significantly higher for leader heading-based formation than for location-based
formation, as the robots are unable to detect the heading of the leader robot. Mode 3 is
able to achieve slightly better performance than Mode 2, butnot significantly so. This
is likely due to a combination of several factors. When the leader robot turns, robots
on the outside of the formation must move much faster in orderto keep their proper
position in the leader heading-based formation; this isn’tthe case in a location-based
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formation, where followers can simply mimic the motion of the leader to keep the
formation shape. In the Mode 3 formation algorithm, follower robots determine their
proper positions from the leader robot only, not all other robots as in Mode 2; this
amplifies the error caused by noise in the relative positioning measurements and
prevents follower robots from having any knowledge of theirproper position if the
leader robot’s relative positioning signal is occluded by some other follower robot.
The effect of both of these factors is amplified by the slow update rate (2 Hz) of
the relative positioning system. There can potentially be a0.5 second delay between
receiving a relative positioning signal and the robot beingable to process the signal,
and new signals are only received every 0.5 seconds. We suspect that all these factors
prevent the addition of communication from significantly improving the performance
on leader heading-based formation movement.
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Fig. 5. Average error in position for leader heading-based formation over (a) 100 runs in
simulation and (b) 10 runs with real robots. Error bars represent standard deviation over runs.

Comparisons between standard setup and rapid relative positioning (where the
update rate is increased from 2 Hz to 16 Hz) can be seen in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b for
Mode 2 and Mode 3, respectively. We see that in Mode 2, position error decreases
and remains more constant with the rapid update rate. The effect in Mode 3 is much
more drastic; error decreases by nearly a factor of ten and consistently remains
low, suggesting that the difficulties encountered in this mode can be eliminated by
using a relative positioning system with a faster update rate. The credibility of these
results is strengthenedby the close matching between simulation and real experiments
previously shown.

6 Discussion and Outlook

The impact of the update rate of robot positioning for formation control has not been
mentioned in previous work, likely because of the lack of experiments using real
on-board relative positioning systems for formation movement. If a very accurate
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Fig. 6.Average error in position over 100 runs in Webots for (a) location-based formation with
Mode 2 and (b) leader heading-based formation with Mode 3 comparing standard and rapid
update rates. Error bars represent standard deviation overruns.

formation is to be maintained, the only way to compensate fora slow update rate
would be to limit the robots’ movement rate. Although it is not mentioned in [6],
we suspect that the slow robot speed (20 mm/s) was at least partially due to a slow
update rate of the relative positioning used.

The on-board relative positioning system we use here is onlya first version of
the concept; with redesigns and improvements in technologyit should be possible to
make new simple systems of the same type with faster update rates, longer ranges, and
improved communication abilities. It may be that the communication capabilities of
future versions will be fast enough that wireless radio is nolonger required to allow
robots to determine the headings of other robots. However, radio may still offer
advantages for more sophisticated algorithms with more required communication.

Using infrared as a medium for sending relative positioningsignals has various
costs and benefits as opposed to other popular methods. Infrared signals have the
potential to be very fast, with the signally duration potentially being on the order of
microseconds, which could allow for very fast update rates and fast communication.
Infrared transceivers could also be produced at a very smallscale, allowing the
same concepts to be used for future micro robots. However, using RSSI to calculate
range and bearing leaves the system susceptible to interference from external signals,
which might limit the accuracy. The emitters and receivers are also very sensitive to
miscalibration for the same reason. Finally, infrared light can be occluded if a robot or
some other obstacle gets in the way, which could prevent the signal from accurately
reaching other robots.

Ultrasound signals synchronized with radio transmissionsis the other most pop-
ular current method of relative positioning along with infrared. Using time-of-flight
for positioning can be very accurate, especially over longer ranges; in [3], error on
the order of only a few millimeters was present with ranges upto 810 cm. Because
the received signal strength is no longer used to calculate range and bearing, the
transceivers do not need to be carefully calibrated for the system to work. Ultrasound
is also much better able to pass through solid objects than infrared, making ultra-
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sound systems less sensitive to occlusion. A potential problem with ultrasound is that
a signal is slow to dissipate, especially in an enclosed environment. This could limit
the rate at which robots could transmit signals, especiallyas the number of robots
present grows in number. "Crosstalk" between ultrasonic sensors and reflections in
a known problem for proximity sensing, and this effect caused problems with the
system used in [8]. Ultrasonic transceivers also tend to be larger than infrared ones,
which can make it more difficult to adapt them for use with verysmall robots.

A recent method of positioning which has not yet been adaptedfor use with
mobile robots is using radio signals with time-of-flight andphased array reception.
By sending radio messages back and forth and accurately measuring the times of
transmission and arrival, it is possible to measure the range between robots (for
example, see [14]), and bearing can be calculated by comparing the phases of received
signals on multiple receivers (see [10] for example). Radiolocalization can be used
over much longer ranges than infrared or ultrasound, is not sensitive to miscalibration
since it uses time-of-flight, and is not very sensitive to occlusion. However, it is
difficult to very accurately measure signal arrival times, and therefore current radio
localization techniques tend to have errors on the order of several tens of centimeters.
This is too large for small-scale robot systems and certainly too large for micro robots.
Future improvements in the technology may allow this problem to be overcome.

7 Conclusion

We have shown how a simple on-board relative positioning module can be used to ac-
complish effective formation control in small-scale multi-robotsystems. Experiments
were run in simulation and validated using real robots. The impact of improving the
update rate of the module was explored in simulation. Significance of the results and
the outlook of the system were discussed.
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